
ACADEMIC INNOVATOR PROGRAM
The Cipher Brief is an apolitical, national security-focused media website providing daily news, analysis and 
high-level commentary on global security issues. Our contributing experts have briefed presidents, led 
intelligence agencies, negotiated sensitive security issues and many have spent their careers dedicated to issues 
of national security.

The Cipher Brief is proud to launch an academic partnership program that gives exceptional students studying national 
and global security issues. The Academic Innovator Program focuses on highlighting the exceptional work of national 
security, cyber and international affairs students. There are two options for contributing:

 » Become an Academic Innovator Column Contributor by submitting your innovative ideas about how we should 
be thinking differently about current or emerging national security threats. Submissions should be 800-1000 
words. You will be notified if your submission is accepted for publication.
 » Become a contributing Cipher Brief analyst. Analysts receive $150 per accepted body of work. Our analysts 

cover multiple aspects of national security from cyber to non-proliferation to terrorism to geo-political issues.

 Students who contribute regularly receive:

 » The opportunity to have their analytic work published for a high-level, public and private sector, national 
security-focused readership
 » Access to the full Cipher Brief archive, which consists of more than 700 expert-driven briefs, backgrounders 

and global perspective pieces on issues like North Korea, Iran, Russia, China, Cyber and Terrorism. These reports 
have been crafted by Cipher Brief analysts, informed by our experts and more than 900 global contributors.

Students who are interested in applying should send an email along with their resume, sample of their work and 
contact information for a professor or academic advisor who is willing to support their nomination to: 
Editor@thecipherbrief.com.

“The Cipher Brief is comprehensive providing in-depth expertise that spans globally relevant issues. In 
a world that is constantly changing, the Cipher Brief is proactive in identifying the critical conversations 
and engaging subject matter experts in the public and private sectors to help drive solutions.”

- General Keith Alexander, Former Director, NSA 

“I have never seen the globe more complicated nor the effects of distant events more immediately felt. 
Seasoned intelligence professionals speak freely and candidly every day on the Cipher Brief and bring 
their intellect, their experience and their global networks to bear on what will be tomorrow’s news.”

- General Michael Hayden, Former Director, CIA and NSA

For more information about discounted academic rates for student memberships to The Cipher Brief, 
please contact Brad Christian: bchristian@thecipherbrief.com
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